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Music dark
enou$ to
tug the guts
London-born dubstep, an electronic
genre with a signature sub-bass
rumble, gains a foothold in L.A.
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Dubstep
Smog Sessions (with
Bql{g, Trio, Knife Dreams,

E,M.U. w/Showguns)

When: Friday; 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Where; Casey's lrish Bar And
Grille, 613 S. Grand Ave.

Price: $10
nfo: (21-3) 629-2353;
lwww.smogla.cam

Pure Filth!
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"Dubstep isn't being proenough," says
music buyer Ronon-
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Baltimore-based dubstep DJ Joe Nice famously
defined the elements of dubstep as "space, bass
and pace." Pace refers to the music's 138 beats
per minute avera€ie, but because beats fall on
the half-step, the music's perceived tempo is
somewhere around 70 bpm. Dubstep's
producers also make use of silent space between
the beats and sounds, accounting for the spaee,
and, finally, there's bass.
Above that, any'bhing goes, from aggressive
nu-metal carnage (DJ Distance, Vex'd),
dystopian soundscapes (Burial), futuristic
dance hall (Skream) and even avant-fo1k
interludes (Various Productions), with newer
permutations continuing to the surface.
Dubstep has benefited greatly from the
advances of Web 2.0. And many credit the
international BBC Radio One webcast of Mary
Arrne Hobbs' "Dubstep'W'ars" special, aired in
January 2006, for the genre's explosion
worldwide.

